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and regulations imposed by any Authority and shall maintain
the Equipment in sound condition. In the event of the dis-
covery of any defect or danger the Insured shall forthwith
cause such defect or danger to be made good or remedied and
in the meantime shall cause such additional precautions to be
taken as the circumstances may require
 8	If any difference shall arise as to the amount to be paid
under this Policy (liability being otherwise admitted) such dif-
ference shall be referred to an Arbitrator to be appointed by the
parties in accordance with the Statutory provisions in that behalf
for the time being in force.    Where any difference is by this
Condition to be referred to arbitration the making of an Award
shall be a condition precedent to any right of action against the
Company
 9	The due observance and fulfilment of the Terms Con-
ditions and Endorsements so far as they relate to anything to
be done or complied with by the Insured and the truth of the
statements and answers in the said proposal shall be conditions
precedent to any liability of the Company to make any payment
under this Policy
CLAIMS
Any public liability claims that may arise out of the use of
radioactive isotopes will be dealt with on the same general lines
as those considered in chapter XV.    They should not in the
ordinary way be serious (although the unexpected can happen),
for as stated in the Report of the Advisory Committee, para 71.
" If radioisotopes are used as advised by the United
Kingdom   Atomic   Energy   Authority   and   kept  suitably
shielded in adequate containers, the hazards involved need
not cause alarm."
A claimant will have to prove irradiation damage through
the negligence of the insured, with build-up of radiation pos-
sibly over a period of time in the one location. This will not
necessarily be easy to substantiate in the absence of the type
of record kept in atomic establishments.
In chapter XVII reference is made to the suggestion that
registers be kept (see page 289) and this will be a necessary pre-
caution not only if there should be a reactor incident but also
if, say, the container of radioisotopes should break in transit
and expose those within range to harmful radiation.

